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Abstract. Borrowing from Cooperative Learning (CL) elements as well
as from principles used in Study Circles (SC) to define Adult Cooperative
Learning (ACL), this paper proceeds to examine the applicability of
principles to learning with social media. Following the appraisal of the
principles in the context of learning with social media, conclusions are
drawn on areas worthy of research to provide for conditions favourable
to learning cooperatively in the realm of internet technologies and social
media networks.
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Introduction

Adult Cooperative Learning [16] designates processes taking place in adult learning communities in which members are concerned with the learning of their peers.
Being concerned with the learning of one’s peers implies that one’s own learning
is supported by the entire community one is taking part in. By following some
principles, one may contend, a learning environment that is more enabling and
supportive can be designed. Principles to be followed in such learning communities may lay the foundation for creating an environment that upholds interest,
engagement, volition and agency. This paper begins with a description of Cooperative Learning elements [13] and Study Circle principles [24]. Study Circles
are advocated in Sweden where the practice is culturally embedded as a format
for adult learning. The Study Circle format used in Nordic countries has also
?
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inspired a re-appropriation of this timeless practice in other parts of the world.
Study Circle or Learning Circle principles provide the basis for a model of Adult
Cooperative Learning [14,15,16,17]. In this paper these principles are examined
in light of their applicability to learning through the use of social media.
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Cooperative Learning Elements

Cooperative Learning (CL) is a field of practice and research in education that
has attracted much attention. Application of CL to the classroom began in
the early 1970s [35]. Many methods of CL have been researched,1 though it is
what is in common that establishes the approach. CL methods are intended as
instructional designs in which students learn with each other in a cooperative
manner to enhance learning. Cooperating to enhance learning is based on the
premise that each learner is a member of a collective effort who is concerned
by the learning of his or her peers and will therefore benefit from the learning
effort his or her peers put into his or her own learning. In such a configuration
interactions that are taking place among learners are directed at helping each
other in the process of learning, rather than selfishly dealing with solely one’s own
learning objectives. This, and the idea of sharing members’ resources, combining
effort and enjoying being part of a group that shares a common goal characterises
positive interdependence [13]. Learning with concern with only oneself is often
the result of learning in competitive environments. When one is concerned with
the learning of one’s peers, one can most probably rely on the goodwill of peers
to help in accomplishing one’s own learning goals and benefit from the rewards of
sharing. The conditions for such co-learning efforts can be promoted by appealing
to principles that enable cooperation and establish a basis for benevolence.
Promoting positive interdependence is one of five elements of CL referred to
in the work of David Johnson, Roger Johnson and Karl Smith [13]. Their ”learning together” model of CL is intended to also be used in higher education and can
therefore be considered in light of its applicability to other contexts of learning
in adulthood. Cooperative Learning elements comprise of: (1) positive interdependence, (2) face-to-face promotive interaction, (3) individual accountability
and personal responsibility, (4) social skills, (5) group processing. According to
these authors, positive interdependence leads to promotive interaction. For promotive interaction, social skills are needed as well as being skilled at evaluating
and adjusting the group process.
There is one element that could be set aside – Individual Accountability
and Personal Responsibility. This element can be understood by a need for instructors to ensure that individual effort is contributing to group learning. It
can be explained by the constraint in educational contexts to grade students;
a practice that promotes competitive attitudes and produces counter-beneficial
behaviours to CL aims. This institutionally required practice of grading can be
seen as defying benevolence, a trait that can hardly be expected to arise as a
1
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result of external prompting i.e., by the instructor. Hence, Individual Accountability and Personal Responsibility can be interpreted as a constraining element.
It coerces students to act appropriately and in conformity with CL’s expectations. Unfortunately, this supposes that benevolence cannot emerge of its own.
As a result, it substitutes it with controlled motivation [8,30,29,32,26] to act in a
manner favourable to the emergence and the sustaining of interactions that promote learning for all group members, that bring about appropriate social skills
and that support reflective and evaluative action to regulate and improve group
processing. Individual Accountability and Personal Responsibility is perhaps a
legacy of the early use of CL methods in primary and secondary education where
CL was first applied. It is not perhaps as appropriate to adult learning where
motivation is far more autonomous.
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A Brief Overview of the Study Circle Format

A Study Circle (SC) is a small group of adult learners who get together on a regular basis to gain knowledge and develop new understandings, approaches, and
sometimes newly thought solutions to a problem, on a specific topic. Learning
Circles are ideally composed of five to eight participants [7] but SCs can practically be organised with up to 12 participants. Study Circles are organised usually
around one or two weekly sessions, each lasting two to three hours. Learning can
range all domains and can lead to further action once the SC ends if its participants so decide. Ultimately, participants determine their learning objectives
and the means to attain them. One of the SC’s participants acts as facilitator
(sometimes referred to as the Leader). Study Circles are known though to vary
in practice [1]. It therefore makes sense to define SCs on the premise of their
guiding principles. These principals will be discussed in section 4.
Study Circles organised by educational bodies usually have a facilitator appointed; or preferably, proposed by the organiser. But, SCs can also exist informally. In informal SCs i.e., SCs that are initiated by the participants themselves
without registering the activity with an educational organisation, naturally no
facilitator is appointed to the group; rather, a facilitator may be chosen among
the group members. This can be paralleled to informal learning communities
that use the Internet to get together. In other online communities a moderator
is present. The moderator’s role may be assimilated in some cases to that of a
SC facilitator. Then again, some online communities include members who are
recognised as specialists in the domain. This is also the case in e-learning. It may
be paralleled to SCs in which the facilitator is recognised as a specialist in the
field of study.
Although descriptions of SC principles and merits do exist [24,36,25,2,3,4],
little research has sought to observe practice. Known research on SC practice
was conducted in Sweden by Byström [6] and in Norway by Brattset [5]. More
recently, quasi-experimental research in France [15,17] has explored strategies
used by SC participants to regulate their learning. Study Circles have gained
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momentum around the world since the mid-1980s. A quick detour to provide
some background is therefore worthwhile.
In the Nordic countries, particularly in Sweden where SCs are culturally
embedded as a popular format for learning, they have also attracted attention
concerning their presumed role in shaping a democratic society and in fostering
active citizenry [20,9,19]. In many English-speaking countries though, where SCs
are sometimes referred to as Learning Circles, attention has been mostly directed
to the opportunities they offer in bridging gaps between people from different
ethnic background. Reference is made to the inclusiveness of SCs; not only of
people as such, but of differing outlooks, understandings, and epistemologies. In
these countries, educators are using them to foster community-wide action.
Several authors have explored non-Western epistemologies where differences
in ”ways of knowing” [22] serve as a basis for learning and development in multicultural societies. This is reinforced by the ethical consideration that the majority should no longer impose its worldview on minorities, be they related to
lifestyle choices or to cultural background. Parallel to these tendencies and complementarily, a steady shift away from a focus on education as an individualistic
and competitive means, to a social and cooperative means to a better life, is
gaining terrain. Study Circles are invoked as providing for these too.
One may wonder about the suitability of the SC format for developing knowledge in distinct disciplines. Accounts of the use of the format however do not
point to it being ill-suited for studying certain disciplines, such as engineering for
example. The SC format can be apprehended as a framework within which learners are able to choose suitable techniques and methods for the study they are
engaged in. The SC is dynamically shaped in accordance with study objectives
and other factors that can be taken into account. Assessment of knowledge developed in SCs can be approached in numerous ways too. Again, learners should
be associated in deciding appropriate means under prevailing circumstances. By
following SC principles, an enabling learning environment can be cultivated; one
in which learners shape the environment in accordance with their requirements.
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Study Circle Principles

Eight SC principals are proclaimed by ABF (Worker’s Educational Association,
the largest organiser of SCs in Sweden) and are invoked in part or fully in different sources [24,15,17]. They are: (1) equality and democracy, (2) liberation of potential, (3) cooperation and companionship, (4) freedom and self-determination,
(5) continuity and planning, (6) active participation, (7) use of printed study
materials, (8) change and action.
Based on the research in France, in which collective processes of regulation
of the learning were observed as predominant [15,17], one may regard SC principles as sustaining collective direction by means of cooperation. Drawing on that
research, a brief review of the principles will serve to highlight how they may
underpin cooperation: Equality and democracy (1) support horizontal interaction among participants through dialogue as a means for all to express their
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points of view and understandings gained through their life experiences. Liberation of potential (2) pertains to valuing and using these life experiences to
promote learning for all participants. This requires that recognition and sharing
give everyone an equal opportunity to express their ideas and opinions. Empathy
sustains cooperation and companionship (3). Freedom (4) to choose the study
topic, plus objectives and means to attain them, promotes autonomous selfregulation [8,32]. The research pointed to the collective dimension in the process
of regulation. This included support for continuity and planning (5) that were
sustained individually and collectively. Active participation (6) was evidenced
in the interviews that were conducted for the research. Printed materials (7),
designed into the research, were used systematically as well as other learning
resources that were chosen by participants. Change and action (8) pertain to
continued action after the SC ends. This is a key principal in relation to the potential power SCs hold for social change. This principle was not an object of the
research, as an inquiry into the internal processes was considered a prerequisite
to the inquiry into the role that SCs play in shaping encompassing communities,
or possibly society.

5

Adult Cooperative Learning

Adult Cooperative Learning (ACL) [15,16,17] needs to take into account characteristics of learning in adulthood [23]. For example, motivation can be reckoned
to be autonomous and cooperation can be expected to be the outcome of relatedness [31,34] and connectedness [28,27], contributing to well-being. Well-being can
sustain volition in various ways, though coercing learners to cooperate through
rewards could jeopardize these advantages.
Study Circle principles are intended to promote an environment that is enabling for SC participants to bring into play their innate resourcefulness in learning from and with each other. These principles are not intended as a blueprint
for a method. Study Circle principles can be acknowledged as reminders for
setting the frame of mind of the community of learners. The frame of mind is
not one to which participants are estranged. One may even dauntingly advance
the idea that these principles simply echo customary ways of learning that were
immutably present in small human communities that people grew up in and
lived most of their lives with. These communities differ from many of today’s
communities which are made up of people beforehand strangers to one another.
Which of the SC principles can be useful to reestablishing the sense of community that was once part and parcel of living in a world not yet a ”global village”
[21]? Examining the principles one by one may help to answer this question.
Equality and democracy, the first of the principles, establishes the equal
power that participants share as a foundational element of democratic learning. By establishing the equality of all members, one is preventing any one
person from taking over power and dominating when choices are being made
by the group. This intrinsically democratic value is meant to enable individual
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members and the group as a whole to be self-determining. Self-determination is
foundational to autonomous motivation.
Liberation of potential, the second principal, is closely related to autonomous
motivation, as one cannot expect people to express their full potential in contributing to the group’s learning if it is not through free will that they do so.
Cooperation and companionship, the third principle, buttresses the idea of
helping each other. Obviously, cooperation cannot be enforced and companionship can only result from empathy toward one’s peers. Cooperation and companionship follow from dialogue between group members.
Freedom and self-determination, the forth principle, is here to remind participants that it is them and not someone exterior to their group who determine
and decide what the topics are that they will be working on and how they shall
go about it. This principle links the previous favourable condition-establishing
principles with the learning tasks.
The fifth principle is one which distinguishes the SC from other types of
groups that use dialogue: a SC is a group set out to pursue learning goals.
Continuity and planning require that members plan to meet on a regular basis
and plan what topic they will be studying during each session. According to
choices group members make, some may wish to design learning activities for
one or several sessions. As different techniques and methods can be used by
the group, one should not refer to the SC as to a method; rather, the SC is a
model that is used to inaugurate and maintain enabling [33] learning conditions
suitable to adult learners.
The sixth principle, active participation, can be understood as a reminder
for participants to watch for signs of fatigue or loss of interest. After all, learning
is an activity that requires cognitive effort.
Use of printed study materials, the seventh principle, dates back to times
when printed media was predominant. The principle evokes the necessity to
build on knowledge that others have come to accept as valid, as well as to acquire
knowledge of diverse points of view on the topic being studied. Having access
to differing points of view is essential to initiate dialogue among participants. It
enables to consider different ways of understanding and explaining the topic that
participants can discuss and use to put their own experiences into perspective.
From a constructivist epistemological standpoint, having several understandings
of a topic is what stimulates cognitive activity and reflexivity. In present times,
obviously all media that enable conveying the expression of others can be used.
Change and action is the eighth principle. It bears on the aim of the SC
to provide a means for change. Looking back at the model’s emergence at the
start of the 20th century can help grasp the importance this principle had in
the context of popular movements and workers developing their skills in order
to fend for their rights and improve their conditions. In particular, the fact of
thinking at the end of a SC about what further action can be taken on the basis
of the new knowledge just developed, links the study undertaken by the participants to their personal, social and work-life contexts. Deliberately linking one’s
experiences and prior knowledge at the beginning of the learning process and
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again contextualising the new knowledge at the end, give knowledge meaning.
Learning as adults enables using knowledge gained through past experience as
a resource for further learning. Learning is goal-oriented action. Thinking about
how the newly developed knowledge can open up opportunities for future action
reinforces implication and agency.
Adult cooperative learning may be described as learning that takes place
within a community of adult learners in which the relationships between learners
are based on caring for each other’s learning. This perhaps overly narrow definition is nevertheless sufficient in that that it recognises the social and affective
dimensions of learning. Caring for each other’s learning can only be sustained if
one acknowledges that each person with her or his life experience through which
she or he knows, and each one’s way of knowing, are unique. The acceptance of
the diversity of ways of knowing and of knowledge is the cornerstone for dialogue as defined by Isaacs [10,11,12]. Hence the mutual respect that leads to a
horizontal social organisation of the learning, as opposed to a hierarchical one.
Exchanges between learners through dialogue establish a process of collective
meaning-making.
Based on the elements used by the cooperative learning method developed
by Johnson et al. [13] and on the principles promoted by ABF [24,15,17], what
principles can be used to guide ACL as a practice in the age of social networks
using Cloud computing technologies? Before looking at the applicability of these
elements and principles, the next section briefly examines what the use of these
technologies changes in the ways learners interact.
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Learner Interactions in Social Media

One of the main differences between face-to-face and online communities is that
in the latter, members have probably never met in person. Members acquire
knowledge of each other through the mediating technologies they use to discuss
and interact. Can this difference imply less strong bonding between participants
or bonding of a different kind? If bonding is affected, are empathic feelings
between participants weaker? The ability to understand and share feelings using
dialogue is essential for cooperation to emerge. Cooperation and companionship
can be expected to emerge if conditions enable bonding. They will in turn lead
to promotive interaction between members pursuing learning goals in a joint
effort.
The kind of bonding that occurs through social media is perhaps more utility
oriented. If this were the case, should CL elements guide instructors or online
tutors to coerce students to cooperate? The problem, as stated earlier, is that in
situations where learner motivation is controlled, regulation of the learning will
be expected by the students to occur in a controlled manner too. Under these
circumstances, learners will not be as autonomous.
Networks of learners using social media are vast, they often enable thousands of people to engage in interaction. The success of social media has affected
the design of e-learning applications. As a result, learning management systems
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are in the process of shifting to mobile learning (m-learning). Responsive Webbased applications are being backed up with applications devised specifically
for m-learning that offer functionality similar to social media applications. Furthermore, the current trend for some higher education establishments to offer
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) requires of learners to be autonomous
in managing and conducting their learning with the support of their peers. This
is particularly the case in MOOC designs that rely on peer interaction [18]. Can
interactions take place on the basis of empathy bonding students in small groups
that form within these vast networks? If this were the case, learners would be
more autonomous in regulating their learning. These are questions that need researching. As a first step, the next section suggests focusing on the applicability
of ACL principles to learning with social media.
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Applying Principles to Learning with Social Media

Examining the principles that could be used to guide ACL should assist in
reflecting on their applicability to instructional designs that make use of social
media.
Equality and democracy are perhaps more easily enacted by learners interacting online. This may be due to ethics of respect that have developed over
the Internet. It is customary if not essential to be nonjudgmental as one is only
acquainted in a limited manner with the person with whom one is interacting
through channels of communication at a distance.
Social media also liberate potential as online media are perceived as spaces
of free expression where one can safely publish opinions and thoughts. It is
therefore worth stressing the need to remind learners using social media that they
can and should feel free to use their online means of communication to express
themselves without constraint. This freedom is required in order to seek better
understanding of the topics at hand through dialogue that enables examining
areas of interest from different perspectives.
If dialogue is free and co-occurs with empathy then cooperation and companionship should follow.
Perceiving oneself as being free and hence unshackling self-determination
depends on the content and form of instructions that are given by teachers, tutors
and facilitators. Factors that can affect perceptions of liberty include the way
instructions are communicated to learners. Are these instructions commanding?
Conversely, do they enable making choices within designated limits? The answers
to these questions may help apprehend perceptions of freedom that learners
have. The degree of liberty designed into applications used for online learning
and instructional design will potentially similarly affect perceptions. Choice is
central to the perception of liberty.
Continuity and planning are generally built into learning environments through
instructional design, learning programmes and deadlines for learning tasks. Freedom for learners to organise small team work can also be built into course designs
including freedom to self-manage activities.
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Active participation can be expected in situations where learners are enjoying
the learning activities and enjoy carrying out their assigned tasks. Working in
small groups can also affect effort to participate as groups can co-regulate task
efforts when they are organised through cooperative interaction [18].
Concerning the use of study materials, as it is inherent to most educational
provision at a distance it does not pose any significant challenge to learning
through the use of social media.
Finally, change and action, as mentioned earlier, are reminders of the need
to relate learning to previous experience and to seek continuity in the use or the
application of the newly developed knowledge to further future endeavours. Linking experience and future prospects can be stimulated no matter the mediating
technologies being used in educational settings.
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Discussion and Conclusions

Dialogue and empathy are two areas that require further investigation. Is learning how to be dialogic needed for students using social media? If so how does
one go about enabling to learn to listen and accept differing opinions than one’s
own? Letting each peer express herself or himself is in fact easier when using the
written word; each expressing alternately their thoughts and ideas in a forum for
instance. Empathy, which entails feelings, cannot be taught. Empathy requires
social bonding to occur first. What favours bonding over social media channels
remains to be explored. Another aspect still to be explored concerns group sizes
that enable forming communities in which participants feel close to one another
and responsible for each other’s learning. These are communities in which learners are confident that their peers share similar feelings; in turn helpful for one’s
own learning through peer efforts to help in building one’s knowledge.
Borrowing from CL elements and the SC model, ACL as a framework opens
avenues for exploring conditions for learners to form cooperative learning communities over social media channels. The relationships between social bonding,
social belonging, dialogue, empathy and cooperation are some directions suggested for research to take.
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